Important: Identifying your Luggage!

Make sure your luggage has clear, easy to read, and obvious identification. We have experienced several gun and bag delays (and possible losses) in the last year. Focus on making sure anyone who finds your bag can contact you. No cursive writing, no sloppy lettering. Printed material is best.

Guidelines:

1) Do not rely on the flimsy paper luggage tags at the airline counter to identify your bags with your name and address.

2) Use some sort of permanent tag: metal, very strong plastic etc: something that you cannot tear off with your own hands.

3) Ideas: Use a white indelible marker and clearly write your name, a recovery address (can be home or a business address you trust if you don’t want to have the home address on bag), a phone number with country code: example +1-719-866-4890, an email address. CLEAR block letters are key. Think of someone reading your tag to get your bag back to you—especially in foreign locations.

4) Metal plates can be attached to gun cases. Rivets work well.

5) A 4” x 4” size identification block near the bag handle is recommended.

6) You can use USA Shooting, ATTN: your name, 1 Olympic Plaza, Colorado Springs, Colorado USA 80909 as a recovery address if necessary.